Summer Layoffs Are Possible

While CTA is fighting hard to prohibit summer layoffs, the Governor’s May Revision to the proposed state budget suggests the financial trigger for layoffs may occur when the Legislature passes the budget by the end of June.

If/when that happens, the district may determine that summer layoffs are necessary. The window for the layoffs may occur between five days after adoption of the Budget Act and August 15.

Here’s what we need from you now to prepare and best help protect your rights

- **PROVIDE ETA** your accurate summer contact information.
- **HAVE**, at your fingertips, all employment and credential information (don’t leave it at school).
- **WATCH** your mail for a registered letter from the district (and provide them with a summertime address if it is different from the one on record).
- **HAVE** someone check your mail if you are away.
- **CALL** us immediately if you receive a layoff notice.

**OUR CONTACT INFORMATION IS:** (408) 272-0601 or marygarciamtnham@gmail.com